
A Funny Thing 

In the end.  
Well, gosh darn it, in the end it turned out, that – as a direct result of the never-endingly 

antagonistic threats?  Years of manipulating, forging and falsely reporting test scores in the effort 
to elevate a district or school image and thereby garner both public praise and the even bigger 
wonder of bonus monies (a practice, as it turned out, much more prevalent across the nation than 
anyone wished to admit) – well, as it happened, the inexplicably high test scores produced 
through data manipulation didn’t, actually?

Make frustrated kids any more able to pass their incessantly mandated exams.  
But, oh my.  
It surely brought in the money.
And, although seldom recognized, a funny thing kept happening, over and over, all along 

the way.  A funny thing that a few extra thoughtful, public-education-protective citizens thought 
it useful to recognize.  

Although false, the outstanding scores (combined as they inevitably were with image 
elevating accolades published inside a widely disseminated reform-promoting press) made local 
communities, and the parents of every cultural and socio-economic background residing within 
them, believe that the schools where they now sent their children – schools which had only 
recently been so loudly denounced as bad? 

Were, now, not only good schools, but, somehow, magically?  
Great schools.  
Upon being told that their local neighborhood schools were not only doing well, but 

doing very, very well, a hidden, till-now-dormant attitude of enthusiastic support took root and 
grew.  Community members, expecting to hear, as they had heard each and every year since an 
initial instigation of NCLB, that their low-income schools were (always and forevermore) bad – 
schools where, as the ruthless publication of an amalgamated test score data informed everyone, 
all students functioned in deficit; schools where, due to this detached practice of indifferently 
fusing building scores, year after year all children had been statistically labeled as 
underachievers; schools where not only the students, but the neighborhoods which surrounded 
them, had been annually branded as insupportable failures – well, upon hearing, conversely, that 
these very same neighborhoods now possessed good schools?  

Things started to change.  
Parents stepped up.
Schools and students were spiffed up.
Teachers, no longer harassed for the annually predictable production of unacceptable test 

scores; no longer blamed for an aggregated, school-wide deficiency; no longer intimidated by the 
oft-parroted threat of yet more high-stakes punishments; no longer shackled by inflexible, 
creativity-stifling reforms – alternately felt: 

Lauded; respected; rewarded; enthusiastic.
And energized.
And, although the now exposed-as-spurious scores had been telling the nation a story of 

an astonishing academic ability; although, in the end, these scores had been revealed to be 
largely mirage – the perception of local success had motivated, and given a foundation to, not 
only neighborhood pride, but to an unparalleled community and employee buy-in.* 



“It just doesn’t make any sense,” a confused parent commented to a carefully scandalized 
journalist as yet another test score swindle, in yet another city, yet another state, hit the news.  
“We’ve all been so pleased with our school.”  

Serving to visually corroborate this story of an inexcusable deceit, a television camera 
now swept repeatedly, back and forth, back and forth, in a shameful presentation of the 
transgression inherent to the many long, invitingly clean school hallways, the multiple trophy 
cases filled with engaging samples of student work, and the replicated parade of cheerfully 
decorated classrooms.  

Classrooms which had, now?
Been exposed as being nothing more than additional examples in our nation’s untenable 

profusion of test-score-proven failing schools. 

*”Do you think it’s possible,” suggested a peer, “that any of those teachers in trouble for changing test scores might 
have done it simply because they are fed up?  Because they are sick and tired of seeing their students labeled as 
failures and told that they are stupid and will never be good enough – year after year after year?”


